
Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My
Defense: A Light Novel for the Defense-
Minded
In the realm of light novels, where the focus is often on flashy attacks and
over-the-top battles, Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My Defense
stands out as a refreshing and unique tale. The series follows Maple, a
young girl who, upon entering the virtual world of NewWorld Online,
decides to take a different approach to combat: she invests all of her points
into defense.
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This unconventional strategy may seem foolish at first, but it quickly proves
to be incredibly effective. By prioritizing her defense, Maple is able to
withstand attacks that would normally knock out other players in a single
hit. She can also absorb damage that would normally be fatal, allowing her
to stay in the fight long after her opponents have been defeated.
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As Maple continues to explore NewWorld Online, she meets a variety of
other players who are drawn to her unique playstyle. Together, they form a
guild called Maple Tree and embark on a series of hilarious and
heartwarming adventures. Along the way, they learn the importance of
teamwork, friendship, and, of course, defense.

A Unique and Refreshing Light Novel

Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My Defense is a refreshing take on
the light novel genre. By focusing on defense, the series offers a unique
and engaging perspective on the world of NewWorld Online. Maple's
unique playstyle is both amusing and effective, and her journey is full of
humor, heart, and adventure.

If you're looking for a light novel that's different from anything else you've
read, then Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My Defense is definitely
worth checking out. It's a fun, heartwarming, and unique story that will
appeal to readers of all ages.

Main Characters

Maple: The main protagonist of the series, Maple is a young girl who
chooses to invest all of her points into defense. She is a kind and
compassionate person, and she always puts the safety of her friends
first.

Sally: Maple's best friend, Sally is a skilled swordsman. She is always
there for Maple, and she is always willing to fight for what she believes
in.

Kanade: A mysterious girl who joins Maple's guild. Kanade is a
powerful mage, and she is always willing to use her skills to help



others.

Chrome: A young boy who is a member of Maple's guild. Chrome is a
skilled craftsman, and he is always able to create new and innovative
items for his friends.

Kasumi: A young girl who is a member of Maple's guild. Kasumi is a
skilled ninja, and she is always able to get the job done, no matter how
difficult it may seem.

Themes

Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My Defense explores a variety of
themes, including:

The importance of defense: Maple's unique playstyle shows that
defense is just as important as offense in combat. By investing in her
defense, Maple is able to withstand attacks that would normally knock
out other players in a single hit. She is also able to absorb damage
that would normally be fatal, allowing her to stay in the fight long after
her opponents have been defeated.

The power of teamwork: Maple's guild, Maple Tree, is a close-knit
group of friends who are always there for each other. They work
together to overcome challenges, and they always put each other's
safety first. This shows that teamwork is essential for success, both in
the virtual world and in the real world.

The importance of friendship: The bonds of friendship are strong in
Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My Defense. Maple and her
friends are always there for each other, and they are always willing to



fight for each other. This shows that friendship is one of the most
important things in life.

Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max Out My Defense is a fun, heartwarming,
and unique light novel series that is sure to appeal to readers of all ages.
It's a story about the importance of defense, the power of teamwork, and
the importance of friendship. If you're looking for a light novel that's different
from anything else you've read, then Don't Want to Get Hurt, So I'll Max
Out My Defense is definitely worth checking out.
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How to Have Fearlessly Curious Conversations
in Dangerously Divided Times
In a world increasingly polarized by divisive rhetoric and echo chambers,
it is more important than ever to engage in meaningful conversations with
those who hold different...

Few Things to Keep in Mind for a Successful
Introduction Series
Writing an series can be a daunting task, but with careful planning and
execution, it can also be incredibly rewarding. Here are a few things to...
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